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INTRODUCTION 

1. The necessity of the thesis 

Each art form, whether traditional or modern, human 

creativity always makes that art unique and unique. Don ca tai tu 

belongs to a musical art form imbued with Southern cultural identity. 

For more than a century of formation and development, with the 

contributions of many generations of talented artisans, Don Ca Tai 

Tu's music from southern Vietnam art has affirmed its important 

position in the hearts of the nation, and is also an important object of 

interest for cultural researchers at home and abroad. 

An intangible cultural heritage recognized by the world is the 

result of the combined efforts of the intellect, talent and enthusiasm of 

the artisans in the South. Artisans - the “Living Human Treasures” of 

Vietnam are talented people. They possess unique performance 

techniques, unique instrument-making, composition and finger-playing 

skills, and skilled vocals. They are also the ones who make up the “soul” 

for music, and thanks to that, Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern 

Vietnam has a long life to this day.  

The Departments of Culture, Sports and Tourism in the 

provinces have developed and implemented the “Project on 

preserving and promoting Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern 

Vietnam art phase 1 (2016-2020)”. Looking through the reports, we 

noticed: the number of artisans the following year increased more 

than the previous year; the exchanges, performances, and contests for 

songwriting are organized by the local investment; at home and in 

cultural centers are maintained; contests for composing new lyrics on 

20 principal songs attracting many participants; artisans with a 

process of dedication and high achievements are considered and 

recognized by the State as Eminent Artisans  and People's Artisans, 

etc. All of these show the Party - State's policy of national cultural 

development through the The practice of cultural heritage of local 

artisans has brought about certain achievements in preserving and 

promoting the value of Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern 

Vietnam in particular; in the cause of building and developing an 

advanced Vietnamese culture imbued with national identity in 

general.  
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However, through field surveys in Ho Chi Minh City, Binh 

Duong, Tien Giang and Bac Lieu - localities that soon formed and 

developed the Southern Don ca tai tu, we realize that the practice of 

cultural heritage by artisans is facing problems arising in the current 

social context. Artisans with good finger-skill, good vocals 

(especially middle-aged and young people) in provinces and cities 

have moved to big cities where there are many opportunities to make 

a living with their expertise. This leads to a change in the purpose of 

practice, the form of performance, the way of teaching. In addition, 

the inherited team of young generation has outstanding talents and 

are quick of apprehension, but they are short on time and lack the 

perseverance to hone their knowledge and skills in performing and 

singing. Another situation that is also worrying, the phrase “a chip 

off the old block” refers to families with 3 to 4 generations following 

the Don Ca career, which are currently facing the risk of breaking the 

musical tradition in the family, because they realize that the 

opportunity to “make money” is not as many as other careers. 

Besides, the majority of the young public is very fond of foreign art, 

they do not really care, or do not have many opportunities to 

approach traditional music. So, how to keep the virtuosity guitar 

fingers, voices and spirit of non-profit art service when the family's 

livelihood needs are always a urgent issue? How can good fingers 

and skillful vocals be transmitted to the right places, to the right 

people, so that good cultural traditions are not interrupted in artisan 

families? These are questions about the destiny of traditional music 

of the South that those who love ethnic music are concerned.  

On the other hand, there have been studies related to artisans 

practicing various kinds of intangible cultural heritage in Vietnam, 

including Don ca tai tu artisan. The above studies either collections 

of providing an overview of typical local artisans' biographies or 

providing solutions to solve the inadequacy in the implementation of 

policies with artisans; or study the contributions of artisans in terms 

of creativity and training. However, there has not been a systematic 

study, based on scientific theories to study artisans as subjects of 

heritage practice in terms of: teaching, composing, performing in  the 

process of forming and developing the art of Don Ca Tai Tu in the 

South as well as no research on artisans as art creators who are 

always influenced and influenced by the certain social historical 
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context. Thereby, find out the causes and explain the effects leading 

to the change of Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern Vietnam art in 

the current social context.  

Stemming from the above issues, with a love for the art of 

Don ca tai tu and respect for generations of talented artisans who 

have devoted their wisdom and enthusiasm to Southern culture, we 

chose the topic “Don ca tai tu artists in the context of contemporary 

society” to conduct a doctoral thesis in Cultural studies.  

2.  Research purpose and research task 

Research purpose 

The thesis focuses on studying the role and contributions of 

artisans in the aspects of cultural heritage practice. At the same time, 

analyzing socio-historical conditions which has affected artisans in 

the process of forming and developing the art of Southern Don ca tai 

tu. 

Research task 

Overview of research issues related to the topic; clarifying 

the theoretical and practical basis related to Don Ca Tai Tu's music 

from southern Vietnam artisans and art in the contemporary context;  

Investigate the basic conditions affecting artisans; the 

expression of the role of artisans in the aspects of heritage practice: 

teaching, performing, composing; the association of artisans in 

professional social organizations to preserve and promote the artistic 

value of the Southern Don ca tai tu; 

Overview of research issues related to the topic; clarifying 

the theoretical and practical basis related to Don Ca Tai Tu's music 

from southern Vietnam artisan and art in the contemporary context; 

Investigate the basic conditions affecting artisans; the 

expression of the role of artisans in the aspects of heritage practice: 

teaching, performing, composing; the association of artisans in 

professional social organizations to preserve and promote the artistic 

value of Don ca tai tu in the South; 

Presenting objective and subjective impacts affecting the 

practice of artisans' heritage, transforming the art of Don Ca Tai Tu's 

music from southern Vietnam in; from there, give some suggestions 

to promote the role of artisans in the current social context. 
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3.  Research subject and research scope 

Research subjects: The research object of the thesis is the 

artisans of the Southern Don ca tai tu. In the thesis, the artisans of 

Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern Vietnam are Vietnamese 

citizens who are holding knowledge and practicing skills in teaching, 

composing and performing arts of the Southern Don ca tai tu.  

Surveying subjects: To clarify the problems posed by the 

thesis, we choose 2 survey subjects:  

- The artisans are currently practicing Don ca tai tu and meet 

the following criteria: 1/ Having practiced continuously for 10 years 

or more; 2/ Has not yet been considered for recognition or has been 

recognized as the People's Artisan, Eminent Artisan, and Folk 

Artisan; 3/ Achieve certain achievements recognized by the 

community or rewarded by the State. 

- Organizations gathering artisans with the name: Don ca tai 

tu club, at all levels (city - province, district and commune - ward). 

Due to limited conditions, we selected 22 clubs for the survey, 

including: 2 provincial clubs, 2 association and industry clubs; 8 

clubs in districts and 10 clubs in communes and wards. All clubs 

selected for the survey belong to 4 provinces: Ho Chi Minh City, 

Binh Duong, Tien Giang and Bac Lieu. 

Research scope 

Scope of space research 

Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern Vietnam (or Don ca 

tai tu - in short) is maintained and popularized in 21 provinces and 

cities of Vietnam (from Ninh Thuan to Ca Mau), however, the 

number of artisans most concentrated in the provinces - cities in the 

Southern region. Specifically:  

For the Southeastern cultural sub-region, we carried out a 

field survey on the activities of Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern 

Vietnam art in Binh Duong province and Ho Chi Minh City. These 

are considered to be the two localities where Don Ca Tai Tu's music 

from southern Vietnam developed early and strongly in the Southeast 

region.  

For the Southwest cultural sub-region, we conducted a 

survey in two provinces, Bac Lieu and Tien Giang, which are 

considered as the “cradle” of ancient music and theater in the South; 

also the birthplace of many generations of talented artisans and 
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artistes, who have made great contributions to the formation and 

development of the Southern Don ca tai tu.  

Scope of time research 

The term “contemporary society” in the title of the thesis is 

limited to a 5-year period, from 2016 to 2020. This is the first 

important stage of 21 provinces and cities in Vietnam. These are the 

places that own the art of DSV in the development and 

implementation of the “Project on Protecting and Promoting the 

Values of the Southern Don ca tai tu” directed by the Ministry of 

Culture, Sports and Tourism. The objective of the project is to 

concretize “the National action program on the protection of Don Ca 

Tai Tu's music from southern Vietnam intangible cultural heritage in 

2004” after being recognized by UNESCO.  

4.  Research questions and hypotheses 

Research questions 
What role do artisans in general and Don ca tai tu in 

particular play in preserving, promoting and developing the specific 

intangible cultural heritage of the southern region? 

In the process of practicing Don ca tai tu in the South, what 

specific contributions have been made by the artisans in the process 

of practicing Southern Don ca tai tu under their own conditions in 

terms of teaching, creating and performing? 

In the context of history, society with many changes, the 

market economy, urbanization, and difficulties in life, have there 

been pressure on artisans in the way and quality of heritage 

practices? What are the important motivations that motivate artisans 

to continue to practice, teach, regenerate and recreate heritage in the 

context of contemporary society? 

Research hypotheses  

Artisans are the “living human treasures” of each country and 

each locality, having created the art of Don ca tai tu on the specific 

historical conditions of the southern region. On the basis of knowledge 

and professional competence, artisans of the southern provinces and cities 

have come together to create, teach, perform, compose, and contribute to 

the preservation, promotion and development of Don ca tai tu art. In the 

context of contemporary society, economic development and the trend of 

expanding cultural exchanges and integration have created many 

opportunities and achievements, as well as challenges and difficulties for 
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the artisans in the journey of preserving and promoting the value of the 

intangible cultural heritage representing humanity: the art of Don ca tai tu 

in the South.  

5.  Research methodology 

The thesis is carried out in the direction of an 

interdisciplinary approach: history, anthropology, sociology, art 

studies, cultural management, and uses some of the following 

research manipulations: Statistical classification, ethnic fieldwork. 

study, participatory observation, non-participant observation, in-

depth interview.  

6. The contributions of the thesis 

The research thesis on artisans has been built on a number 

of basic arguments from the theory of historical specificity, the 

theory of rational choice, which helps to clearly identify the 

impacts of the socio-historical context leading to the choice to 

inherit or negate the tradition of heritage practice - used to be the 

pride in the artisan family.  

The thesis has clearly reflected the practice of artisans in 

the following aspects: creation, performance, teaching in a specific 

socio-professional organization of the South; analyzed changes in 

the aspects of teaching, composing and performing; thereby 

determined the important role and position of artisans on the 

itinerary to protecting the national cultural heritage.  

The thesis has contributed to the awareness of the profession 

community; impact on the awareness and responsibility of local 

cultural and art managers for the effective implementation of the 

artisan compensation policy in line with the reality in the South. 

The survey results, analysis, evaluation, and 

recommendations in the thesis suggest ways to solve the 

shortcomings and limitations in the process of implementing the 

Project on preserving and promoting the art of Don Ca Tai Tu's 

music from southern Vietnam in the period 2021-2025 in provinces 

and cities that currently own this art form.  

7. Structure of the thesis 

The thesis consists of introduction, 3 chapters, conclusion, 

list of references and appendices. An overview of the chapters is as 

follows:  
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 Chapter 1: Theoretical basis, research overview and general 

overview of the research site 

Clarifying concepts related to research objects; present the 

basic arguments of scientific theory applied to research the topic; 

reviews of previous researches on Southern Don ca tai tu artisans and 

art.   

Chapter 2: Contributions of artisans in the process of 

forming and developing the Southern Don ca tai tu. 

Presenting the socio-historical impacts on the typical and 

important contributions of generations of artisans in the following 

aspects: teaching, performing, composing in the process of forming 

and developing Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern Vietnam . 

Chapter 3: Promoting the role of Southern Don ca tai tu 

artisans in the context of contemporary society. 

Analyzing the impacts of contemporary social context on 

artisans leading to changes in aspects of heritage practices and 

affecting the perception and choice of practice of artisans. Thereby 

suggesting a few ways to create motivation for artisans to play more 

important role in preserving and promoting the value of the Southern 

Don ca tai tu.  

CHAPTER 1: THEORETICAL BASIS, RESEARCH 

OVERVIEW AND GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE 

RESEARCH SITE 

1.1. Theoretical basis 

1.1.1. Concepts related to the topic 

1.1.1.1. Artisans 

Artisans in folk music (one of the elements of intangible 

culture) are often divided into two groups: performing artisans and 

crafting artisans. A performing artisan is a person who performs on 

musical instruments, or uses his voice to express lyrics, or uses hand 

and foot movements combined with body to dance in a folk way, or 

according to systematically trained patterns. A crafting artisan is a 

person who makes sophisticated, highly aesthetic handicrafts and 

products, showing ingenuity, virtuosity or novel ideas. Particularly 

for Don ca tai tu, there are 3 groups of artisans: crafting artisans 

(making all kinds of musical instruments), performing artisans (play 
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musical instrument, sing) and composing artisans (write lyrics on the 

basic melody of a traditional instrumental piece or compose a new 

version). 

1.1.1.2. Don Ca Tai Tu's music from southern Vietnam 

(DSV) and Don ca tai tu artisans 

Don ca tai tu: A term that is uniformly used on state 

documents and recognized by UNESCO. Before that, in the music 

world, it was often called Ca nhac tai tu or Nhac tai tu.  

Artisans of Don ca tai tu: In the Southern traditional music 

world, the term “artisan” is a common word for those who practice 

the playing musical instruments and singing. However, in the music 

world in particular and those who are active in the arts in general, 

there are different views on the criteria of an artisan. According to 

Kim Loan - an artisan with more than 40 years of training and 

performing ethnic arts in Ho Chi Minh City, “An artisan is a senior 

in DSV activities, who are respected in terms of expertise by people 

in the art world.”  

1.1.1.3. Contemporary social context 

“Contemporary social context” refers to the current period, 

which has impacts and influences by objective and subjective causes 

manifested in various fields of social life. Within the scope of the 

thesis topic, “contemporary social context” is the current era or 

historical situation whose factors have impacted and affected the 

fields of social life, reflected on the aspects of artistic practice of 

DSV.  

1.1.2. Research theory 

To clarify the problems posed for the thesis, we focus on 

studying 2 theories related to the topic: Historical peculiarities and 

Rational choice. 

Historical Particularism Theory 

We inherit the spirit of practical research and a part of 

Boas's thesis to study artisans of DSV. On the specific historical - 

geographical conditions, the human personality of the South has 

been formed: “dare to say, dare to do, dare to play, dare to take 

responsibility”, generations of artisans have created new 

traditions and cultural values that are consistent with real life. 

Those cultural values have been fostered over many generations, 

bringing their own unique features and contributing to the richness 
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and diversity of Vietnamese culture and art and recognized by the 

world: Don ca tai tu. Therefore, when surveying local artisans, we 

are interested in related issues, such as their awareness of their roles, 

responsibilities, and desires for the art of Don ca tai tu as an “insider”  

Rational Choice Theory 

Theory of Rational Choice is applied by us to study the 

psychology, attitude and behavior of artisans - the subject of Don ca 

tai tu art, and also the research object of the thesis. Since the country 

transitioned to a market economy and developed towards 

industrialization and modernization, along with the implementation 

of the policy of cultural preservation and development in line with 

the trend of international exchange and integration, put the art of Don 

ca tai tu and artisans in front of questions that are needed to answer: 

How to exist? In the current context, is Don ca tai tu still a pastime or 

a profession used to make a living? Will the artisans continue to 

practice Don ca tai tu in the community as before or must change 

from awareness, attitude, and behavior to suit the new context? The 

above issues are both related to the role of artisans and are decisive 

for the existence and development of DSV art in the current context..  

1.2. Study overview 

The subject of this research is the artisans performing the art 

of DSV. To carry out research purposes and tasks, we have collected 

documents in the form of monographs, articles published in scientific 

journals, articles published in conference proceedings, ministerial 

and provincial works, theses, dissertations, articles on websites of 

scientific research agencies with content related to the subjects and 

problems posed of the thesis.  

We classify the literature into three groups of issues: 1/ 

The research related to the theoretical basis and the research 

theory of the topic. 2/ Studies on DSV art. 3/ Researches related 

to artisans and DSV artisans. For each group of documents, we 

rank foreign documents first (if any) and then domestic 

documents.  

1.2.1. Researches related to the theoretical basis and 

theories of the topic 

Foreign studies  

Boas's theory influenced researchers contemporaneously and 

after him. George W. Stocking in the article: Franz Boas and the 
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Culture Concept in Historical Perspective had identified and 

evaluated Boas's arguments in comparison and contrasts with other 

research work of contemporary scientists: “By developing his 

argument based on differences in the mentalities of 

the races, Boas through field work (observational material) 

has showed that people's behavior no distinction racial or culture 

stage, are determined by a set of traditions behavioral patterns 

according to habit, these patterns through the process 

of integration the culture is transmitted, reinforced by second 

rationalization processes level has been morally eroded” (George W. 

Stocking, 1966, pp. 878). This thesis has negated the concept of 

culture of traditional humanism and of contemporary "evolution" as 

the basis for defining culture as a major determinant of behavior.  

Domestic studies 

In order to clarify the theoretical basis of the thesis topic in 

addition to foreign documents, we have collected a number of 

research works and articles with related content. Regarding the 

concept of artisans, some studies have mentioned such as: “Artisans 

are people who are holding innumerable cultural assets of the past…; 

gather in them almost all the capital and creative talents of the 

community in one or a few fields of culture. Artisans play a key role 

in preserving, practicing and transmitting national cultural values” 

(To Ngoc Thanh, 2010). Or: “Artisans, according to the semantic, 

broad and general understanding, are people with high professional 

competence, who are holding a certain profession thoroughly, 

proficiently, mastering skills and techniques. . They can use their 

knowledge, skills and techniques to create high-value material or 

spiritual cultural products” (Pham Cao Quy, 2015, p 73).  

1.2.2. Studies on the role and position of artisans 

Foreign documents 

Perhaps, there are many studies of artisans in the member 

countries of the UNESCO Convention. However, due to limited 

language and time invested in collecting documents, we 

approached a few works as follows: Traditional Music in 

Community Life: Aspects of Performance, Recording, etc. 

Through the research, the author introduces how to apply the 

technique, and at the same time draws important conclusions from 

the study of traditional music in communities, such as: The 
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creative process is not initiated and ended by an individual; it is 

propagated down through many individuals and generations, it 

will never end if the tradition is maintained. Folk musicians are 

the ones who carry the mission of preserving and handing over the 

traditions as well as the people who are governed by the social 

context in which they are living... 

Domestic documents 

Since a number of cultural heritages have been recognized 

by UNESCO, there have been many articles published in 

newspapers, magazines and websites to reflect the current situation 

of artisans' activities, present limitations, shortcomings, 

asynchronous in policy implementation, or issues related to artisans 

and the type of heritage they are holding, such as: Eminent artisans 

in the field of intangible culture: Need formal support (2020) by Le 

Quan presents an alarming situation: "It is difficult to find heirs" to 

inherit the heritage while artisans are getting older and older, life is 

very precarious, there is no welfare policy to ensure secure life and 

secure career transmission. Artisans are an important object of the 

policy of preserving and promoting the value of intangible cultural 

heritage.  

1.2.3. Researches on DSV’s artisans  

Artisans are the subjects of creation, performance, 

teaching and propagation of DSV art. With that role, most of the 

research works on DSV in the form of books, yearbooks, 

provincial scientific projects, theses and dissertations to a certain 

extent refer to the artisans. In Hồi ký 50 năm mê hát, Vuong Hong 

Sen (2007) recorded material in the form of a theatrical diary 

(from 1916 to 1966). Thereby, the author has provided vivid 

documents on the social context and cultural and artistic activities 

in the South in the first half of the twentieth century.  

1.2.4. Studies related to DSV art 

    The origin, characteristics and value of DSV  

Finding the history of formation and development of a 

musical genre is always a topic that stimulates the spirit of 

scientific research. There are different opinions about the origin 

of Don Ca Tai Tu. From the perspective of ethnomusicology, Tran 

Van Khe said: “The style of "Nhac Tai Tu" in the South is the 

offspring of the style of "Ca Hue" in the Central region, and "the 
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Hue and Quang instruments have become the "Nhac Tai Tu" style 

in the South” (Tran Van Khe, 1961, pp. 67). According to Tran 

Van Khe, Ca Hue was originally a kind of mandarin music, 

because from the Le dynasty, music was divided into two types: 

mandarin music, the kind of music played in wealthy  houses and 

government officials; and folk music, that is, music played in 

folklore. 

The “Bai ban”, scale, and rhythm of DSV 

Bai ban is a specialized term in the traditional music world 

to refer to music (composed of musical letters arranged in a certain 

structure) and Bai ca (the lyrics correspond to the music's structure). 

The systematic study of the system has been carried out by many 

people, at different levels. 

The situation and solutions for DSV 

The prerequisite for the solution to preserve and promote 

DSV is the artisan. From two research aspects: Cultural Management 

and Cultural Studies, the works carried out in the form of scientific 

topics, theses and dissertation have contributed many grounded 

proposals on the basis of surveying the actual situation. The 

performance of the artisan team is associated with the practical 

conditions in the localities. 

1.3. Overview of the survey area 

We choose Ho Chi Minh City, Binh Duong province in the 

Southeast; Tien Giang province, Bac Lieu province in the Southwest 

region as representative points to survey and clarify the issues raised 

in the topic. In each area, we present the most basic features of 

history, nature, administration, economy and culture, which are 

important factors that have influenced DSV artisans and art in the 

current context. 

CHAPTER 2. CONTRIBUTIONS OF ARTISANS IN THE 

PROCESS OF FORMING AND DEVELOPING THE 

SOUTHERN DON CA TAI TU 

2.1. Contributions of artisans from the mid-twentieth 

century to 1975 

2.1.1. Central music flourishes in a new land 

Several details about the historical and social context  
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Through historical research documents, it shows that the 

policy of moving to the South was clearly formed during the reign of 

Nguyen Hoang (Lord Tien) [Nguyen Hoang (1525 -1613), Nguyen 

Thai To, Lord Tien, the first Nguyen Lord]. In 1597, The Lord 

ordered Luong Van Chanh (district cheif Tuy Vien, An Bien district) 

to bring about 4,000 exiles to reclaim the southern land of Dai Viet, 

from the north of Phu Yen to the north of Khanh Hoa. For the 

southern region, from the 17th century to the first half of the 19th 

century, the reclamation work was basically completed. This is the 

result of nearly 200 years, since the poor groups of Ngu Quang took 

refuge from the war; brave people who like to venture across the 

ocean by boat go to find living land; until the soldiers, the exiled 

criminals, along with the reluctant Confucianists, the military 

governors who opened up the new land according to the imperial 

order... in turn headed to the South. The feelings of the exiles are 

reflected in the sentence: “Dragons swarm outside Hue, horses 

sacrifice Dong Nai / The clear river water flows into the outer river / 

Loves the lost noblemen to come here”. Whether reluctantly due to 

being forced or actively leaving home, they all share the same desire 

for survival: “Come here, stay here / When will you come back when 

you take root”. 

Building the foundation for DSV 

Musicians, Confucianists and artisans who moved to the 

South during the founding of the village through practical experience 

gradually formed a rural intellectual class. They connect with each 

other by their original cultural consciousness to jointly create a genre 

of music practiced in the worship of Gods, which is very necessary 

in the stage of starting a business. “Because, ceremony is one of the 

important factors that help a community of people to gather, unite 

and form community... Ritual practice and ritual music, ancient 

property of the organization is considered as an attitude of national 

pride” (Nguyen Thi My Liem, 2018, pp. 55). Thus, the music used in 

rituals with both scholarly (courtly) and folk characteristics was 

born: Southern ceremonial music. 

2.1.2. Musical creative movement of Southeast and 

Southwest artisans 

The development of an art form is assessed through the 

creative achievements of the practicing team. In each historical 
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period, objective factors also have a significant impact on the 

creative process of artisans. At the end of the 19th century, with 

changes in political institutions, the development of agriculture 

commodity economy, the exchange and contact with Western 

cultures, leading to a fierce clash between ideologies, and the The 

social class divide is deepening. 

2.1.3. “Ca ra bo” - the driving force artisans to expand 

the practice space of DSV 

Thus, from solo to group; From the one-to-one response 

song to the alternate one, to the role-playing shift with acting 

gestures to show the psychology and actions of the characters in the 

song's content, there are steps from the simple to the complex in the 

style of “Ca ra bo”. Therefore, there is an almost unanimous 

assertion in the academic world: “Ca ra bo” is the premise of the 

Southern Cai Luong stage - a national art form, whose soul is the 

music of Nhac Tai Tu in the Southern Vietnam, has existed and 

developed for more than a century.  

2.1.4. Expanding the practice space of Don Ca Tai Tu.  

To flaunt the political, economic and achievements of the 

colonial conquest, from 1889 (First Colonial Exhibition) to 1937 

(International Exhibition). France has organized many large-scale 

exhibitions in France and in French countries. In 1906, France 

invited the band Nguyen Tong Trieu to perform at the Colonial 

Exhibition in Marseille (Exposition Coloniale à Marseille)1 - a port 

city of France. The oversea trip was an opportunity to approach the 

performance of other countries, which has opened up the artisans' 

ideas to improve, promote music, and expand the space to practice 

Don Ca Tai Tu. 

2.2. Contributions of artisans from the beginning of the 

20th century to 1975 

This is the period when the talents of the artisans were 

blooming in all aspects of Don Ca Tai Tu activities. This is also a 

period with many strong changes in the political, economic and 

social fields in the history of the South. At that time, the court was 

 

1 Lasting from April 15 to November 15, 1906, directed by  Jules Charles-

Roux, attracted 1,800,000 visitors to visit about fifty palaces and pavilions.  
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seriously degraded, gradually losing the role of national leadership, 

leading to the abdication of King Bao Dai, ending the historical role 

of the monarchy on August 25, 19452. The whole country faced the 

war against the French colonialists, then the American Empire along 

with the division of the country that lasted from 1954 to 1975.  

2.2.1. Establishing the position of DSV in the history of 

Southern culture. 

From the "amateurs" separated from the Van faction of folk 

music (nhạc lễ dân gian) to this stage, many bands and music groups 

have been formed that can meet the needs of the local community in 

important parties. 

The above description says a lot about the very liberal but 

also very neighbourly of the Southern people. Villages in the South 

are not isolated in the village's bamboo ramparts, but the 

community's affection is very close, especially during parties. 

Weddings, interrogations, family offerings, shrines, funerals, 

longevity celebrations, “đáo tuế” (cần giải thích nghĩa sang tiếng anh 

không?) ... are not only the private affairs of the family, the clan but 

also the common affairs of the community. On the other hand, for the 

Southern people, the "offering first, eating later" means having both 

a ritual part and a part of fun and entertainment.  

2.2.2. The achievements of the artisans' creativity 

The expansion of the Don Ca Tai Tu performance space has 

stimulated the public's demand for enjoyment while also affecting 

the artisans' thinking and creative capacity. The competition in 

composing new “bài bản” of the Eastern and Southwestern music 

groups at the beginning of the twentieth century continued to spread 

to groups of intellectuals who were fond of new things, gifted and 

passionate about art. In particular, this is also a historical period 

marking the formation of the Cai Luong theater art in the South, 

which has spread throughout the South for just over a decade. The 

rapid development of Cai Luong forces artisans and musicians to try 

their best to find and create new “bài bản”, to promptly meet the 

 

2 Bao Dai's abdication imperial decree, announced on August 25, 1945, 

officially ended the governance of the Nguyen Dynasty and the monarchy 

in “Vietnam” 
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business needs of the showmans and the enjoyment needs of the 

masses.  

2.3. Contributions of artisans from 1975 to present  

After nearly half a century of national reunification, 

Vietnam's politics, economy and all aspects of social life gradually 

entered a common orbit, stabilized and developed through the 

leadership of the Party and the management of the State. In the field 

of culture and ideology, through each stage of development, there are 

also obstacles and limitations, but in general, generations of Southern 

people still put on steam to preserve and promote traditional cultural 

values. At the same time, they also try to create and improve more to 

meet the trend of the times. n particular, the team of artisans 

practicing the DSV art has made great contributions to the country 

on the journey of development and world integration, as shown as 

follows: 

2.3.1. Establishing the position of the DSV in building a 

cultural life in the community.  

After 1975, in order to heal the pain and difficulties caused 

by the war and many years of division of the country, the Party and 

State paid great attention to ideological work, and at the same time 

carried out cultural and artistic activities, propaganda of political 

tasks on the whole South. Organizations that gather people to 

participate in the creation and enjoyment of culture in the form of 

mass art teams, clubs, groups... have been built and grown in 

numbers from the provincial to commune, ward, and even hamlet 

quarter. By 1986, the Party had advocated to renovate the structure, 

economic management mechanism, social policy, meet the 

educational and cultural needs, create jobs for workers, etc. These 

have had a great impact on the construction and development of a 

system of cultural institutions such as museums, libraries, art troupes, 

etc., on a national scale.  

2.3.2. Building organizations to practice Don Ca Tai Tu. 

Gathering artisans with the same expertise, interests, and 

operational purposes to create collective strength, to protect and 

develop the profession is the mode of existence of many traditional 

professions in Vietnam. Ca Tru art in the North, Ca Hue in the 

Central region are considered as special occupations that satisfy both 

spiritual needs and material needs. So the organizational structure, 
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goals, tasks, benefits, etc. are also strictly regulated, with the consent 

of the members participating in the organization. Unlike the 

hierarchical and regulated organizations of Ca Tru, Ca Hue 

organizations were formed in the spirit of voluntariness and equal 

relations. Although Ca Hue's starting point was an art that arose from 

the aristocracy in the royal court, but then spread to folk life, forming 

Don Ca bands. In terms of form and content of practice, they were no 

less than the bands of the aristocracy. 

2.3.3. Artisans practice expertise: teaching, performing, 

composing 

2.3.3.1.  Practice performance 

Performances are contested through festivals and contests: 

The festival is a large-scale art performance and exchange festival, 

the most prominent form of art practice by artisans. Usually, 

provincial festivals take place every year or every 2 years. 

Performance in business and service activities: After the 

country switched to a market economy and opened up for 

international exchanges and cooperation, there was also a movement 

of “returning to the roots” in localities to arouse the traditional 

culture, especially the restoration of unique folk art forms and genres 

that are in danger of disappearing. 

Performance through the media: In order to meet the needs 

of enjoying ethnic music from all social classes, from the 50s and 

60s of the twentieth century, thanks to the support of electronic 

devices, Songs of the Southern Don ca tai tu have been recorded and 

widely distributed on many domestic and foreign mass media. Up to 

now, the DSV world still mentions a number of discs that are 

considered precious assets of the DSV such as Nam Binh I, Nam 

Binh II (1969). These discs were recorded by musician Nguyen Vinh 

Bao with the participation of many talents in the music world such as 

Nguyen Vinh Bao, Ut Bach Lan, and Thanh Duoc. 

2.3.3.2. Practice teaching 

Surveying the teaching practice of artisans in the provinces 

and cities, we found that there are three basic and common forms of 

training: 1/ Family-based teaching, including the "hereditary" 

families. 2/ Teaching at Don Ca Tai Tu Club activities or at Cultural 

Centers. 3/ Organize professional training at professional training 

institutions, such as: Faculty of Ethnic Music of the Conservatory of 
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Music, Faculty of Ethnic Drama and Theater of the University of 

Theater and Cinema, Faculty of Arts and Cultural Management of 

the University of Culture, Colleges of Culture and Arts, Schools 

Intermediate level of Culture - Art in the provinces. 4/ Teaching on 

mass media such as radio, television, websites. Within the 

framework of the thesis, we only learn about vocational transmission 

activities at home and in some local cultural centers. These are two 

forms of training in folklore, where artisans play an important and 

decisive role in the quality of expertise as well as the perception, 

emotion and responsibility of musical practice of the successor team. 

2.3.3.3. Practice composing 

Among the forms of practice of artisans, composing activities 

occupy the highest position in the demand for musical performance. 

Composing is creating new values, adding to cultural treasures, 

enriching the legacy left by ancestors, which is always the noble goal 

of artisans and artists. Research documents on DSV show that in the 

early twentieth century, from the creative competition of groups of 

artisans in the East and Southwest, many new songs were born. 

Artisans and musicians based on the pentatonic rhythms of 20 original 

songs, compose new songs, and at the same time try their best to 

explore and experiment with many new and attractive forms of 

singing, making the Don ca amateurs become indispensable forms of 

spiritual activities of the people of the South. On the development of 

Nhac Tai Tu, the Ca ra bo style, the Vong co version with the beats, 

along with the improvement of the rhythm from the music of Hat Tieu, 

Hat Quang, artisans and musicians of ancient music have created. 

Therefore, the catalog is extremely rich in Bai ban genres, “clearing 

the way” for the birth of Cai Luong theater art. 

CHAPTER 3. PROMOTING THE ROLE OF SOUTHERN 

DON CA TAI TU ARTISANS IN THE CONTEXT OF 

CONTEMPORARY SOCIETY. 

3.1. Impacts on the local team of artisans practicing DSV 

On December 5, 2013, DSV was recognized by UNESCO as 

an Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity and this has opened up 

a new direction of this art form. During the ceremony to welcome 

UNESCO's honorary degree, the Prime Minister - the head of the 
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Government3 made a speech on the great role and value of Don Ca 

Tai Tu art. Then, Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism, Hoang 

Tuan Anh announced the National Action Program to Protect the 

Southern Don Ca Tai Tu Art (2014 - 2020) including 7 key contents 

that related to the role of artisans associated with the role of cultural-

educational management at all levels. Based on the 7 contents of the 

Action Program and local practical conditions, the Departments of 

Culture, Sports and Tourism in the provinces that own Don ca tai tu 

have developed and implemented the Project on Conservation and 

promoting the artistic value of Don ca tai tu in the period of 2016-

2020. The process of implementing the Project in the provinces and 

cities has achieved certain achievements, and at the same time, there 

have also arisen inadequacies and limitations that need to be 

objectively analyzed and evaluated in order to find out the main 

factors that have influenced the role and practice of the cultural 

heritage of the artisans. 

3.1.1. Implement the policy of honoring and treating 

artisans - achievements and shortcomings 

Appraisal and recognition of titles for artisans: The policy of 

honoring and treating artisans demonstrates the correct, “reasonable” 

views, guidelines, and policies of the Party and State. This is also the 

recognition of the society, which is represented by the State, for the 

talents and contributions of artisans in the process of practicing Don 

ca tai tu. 

Material treatment policy for artisans: In implementing the 

policy of preserving and promoting the value of intangible cultural 

heritage, the State has set a standard of material reward for artisans 

who have a dedication process, hold important knowledge, have 

special skills, are qualified to perform and teach the art of DSV. 

3.1.2. Organized to gather artisans practicing Don ca tai 

tu heritage in the locality. 

Currently, the organization of professional and non-

professional art activities to meet political tasks in the provinces and 

cities largely falls under the role of the State. As for the types of 

intangible cultural heritage (folk art) such as Ca Tru, Quan Ho, Vi 

 

3 The time when Prime Minister Nguyen Tan Dung was in office.  
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dam, Don ca tai tu, etc., although they are self-governed in the 

community, through socio-professional organizations (such as 

Seminary, boards, groups in the past or today clubs) but they are still 

indirectly managed by the State via the system of cultural institutions 

or grassroots government. This mechanism is appropriate for 

Vietnam - a developing country4, facing the challenges of the times, 

under the leadership of the Party and the management of the State. A 

country where old and new ideas are still intertwined in people's 

actions; Traditional values are in danger of disappearing, while new 

creations have not yet become valuable and have not been able to 

take root deeply in social life, especially in terms of spiritual culture. 

Therefore, the management and organization of artisans practicing 

the Intangible cultural heritage of the DSV (as well as other folk art 

forms) in the locality has created certain achievements as well as has 

arisen many inadequacies and limitations in the implementation 

process. 

3.2. Changes in the team of artisans from the impact of 

social context 

3.2.1. The risk of breaking cultural traditions in the 

family of artisans  
In Vietnam, traditional crafts or folk arts are handed down in 

artisan families. In addition, in the ancient society, “music and 

poetry” was an elegant and skillful animal of the intellectuals and the 

elite, so there were many rich and well-off families who “invited a 

musical instrument teacher” to come to their home to teach their 

children (chapter 2). The historical context changed, the social 

position as before was no longer there, but thanks to the “well-

learned”5 training, they became good artisans even though they were 

not “a chip off the old block”. The “mutation” in talent is common in 

other art forms and it is not unique to Don ca tai tu. However, in 

general, the majority of excellent artisans are “a chip off the old 

block” from families with at least 2 generations of traditional music 

activities. Such as: Eminent Artisan Duc Hue, Eminent Artisan Hong 

 

4 Classification by International Monetary Fund, October 2018 
5 It is a way of learning with a foundation, learning from low to advanced to 

play music fluently and skillfully 
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Tuoi, Artisan Le Thanh Nhan of Tien Giang Province, whose 

grandfather and father were masters of the local Nhac Tai Tu and 

Nhac Le. People's artisan Ut Ty has a skillful and unique stork finger 

in Ho Chi Minh City, in addition to being taught by his father and 

uncle, his family also “invited the best musical instrument teacher in 

the South at that time, the family provided both food and 

accommodation for several years in the house to teach music”. 

Excellent Artisan Kieu My is known by the music world as “the Don 

kim female general of the Eastern Region” whose grandfather, 

father, sister and husband are all excellent folk musical artisans of 

Binh Duong province. Thus, the family is the cradle of nurturing 

talents, greatly influencing and influencing the choices of 

generations to continue cultural traditions. 

3.2.2. Transforming the purpose of artisans' cultural 

heritage practices. 

Professionalize Don ca tai tu: The starting point of Nhac Tai 

Tu is the need to play music and enjoy music for entertainment, 

entertainment, and finding good friends. Therefore, the term Nhac 

Tai Tu also implies a distinction from Nhac Le - which is considered 

a professional music used in funeral ceremonies; or the term 

amateurs use to refer to talented people who play entertaining music 

to “beat children to sleep” and to make friends. 

The phenomenon of “hiring artisan to play” in the practice of 

Don ca tai tu: The gradual transition from “pure enjoyment” to 

“music for a living” has greatly influenced and this also challenges 

the existence of the organization of practicing (clubs) of Don ca tai tu 

in the localities, and it is an alarming shortage of the artisans. 

Previously, when a reputable artisan gathered personnel and asked 

for permission (the People's Committee of the ward or the Culture 

and Sports Office of the district or district) to establish the Don Ca 

Tai Tu Club, he had to first meet the most important criteria: have 2-

3 musical instrument artisans (the number of singers is optional). 

Because without the musical instrument artisans, it is impossible to 

organize exchange activities, performances or teaching. This is the 

most important criterion for the competent authority to decide on the 

establishment decision. 

3.2.3. The “vocational community” organization 

gradually lost its role as a gathering of artisans. 
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Don Ca Tai Tu Club is a socio-professional organizations, a 

“vocational community”, where artisans gather to improve their 

knowledge, practice skills, and bring their talents and ideals to serve 

the community. In order to be able to perform the functions and tasks 

specified in the decision on the establishment of a collective of 

artisans unanimously approved, the main prerequisites are two 

factors: leading role and operational funding. Regarding the leading 

role: the clubs operate under the management of the Board of 

management, which are reputable artisans in the music world, have 

professional capacity, and are trusted by the members of the club. 

However, most of the members of the Board of management are 

elderly artisans with limited health, many of whom are in difficult 

circumstances. About operating expenses: as mentioned in the 

previous section of this chapter, because it depends on the conditions 

of each locality, the maintenance of activities is mainly contributed 

by the members voluntarily. 

3.3. Creating motivation to encourage artisans to practice 

DSV 

3.3.1. Refine the recognition process and determine the 

responsibilities of artisans after recognition 

Comparing the list of artisans who have been considered for 

recognition in two phases (2015 and 2019) with the survey results in 

4 provinces and cities, we found that there are many artisans who 

have met the selection criteria set by the Ministry of Culture and 

Sports. and Tourism, but they have not yet received local guidance 

on the application procedure. Or there is a locality that gives priority 

to the elderly but does not consider the cases of young artisans even 

though all criteria are met. That situation shows that, the governing 

sector (represented by the Department of Culture, Sports and 

Tourism) needs to change their thoughts and find new ways of doing 

things in managing the team of local artisans; It is necessary to take 

timely measures to promote the spirit of social service and teach the 

next generation of artisans before it is too late. 

3.3.2. Satisfying the basic needs of artisans 

Basic needs are desires, requirements to be satisfied, which 

are the basis (foundation) for human existence and development. 

Among the basic needs, the need for personal health, the need to be 

respected and recognized by the society is very important for 
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artisans. Through 2 surveys in 4 provinces, we encountered many 

difficulties in data collection. Because in fact, these localities have 

not investigated, accounted for, and classified the age, living 

standards, health status and practice capacity of artisans in general 

and Don ca tai tu in particular. 

3.3.3. Adjustment and improvement in the practice of 

Don ca tai tu of artisans 

In the provinces and cities, in addition to teaching Don Ca 

Tai Tu, there are also short-term classes (usually from 3-7 days) 

opened by cultural centers at provincial and district levels with rich 

contents, such as: Tutorial on how to organize and manage a club, 

how to organize an art program, presenter skills, how to compose 

Nhac Tai Tu, knowledge about history and culture related to Nhac 

Tai T, methods of teaching folk music, etc. The above training 

courses aim to preserve and promote the value of Southern Don ca 

tai tu art in localities.  

3.3.3.1. About teaching 

Training the inheritance team is the ultimate goal in the field 

of education. For intangible cultural heritage, folk often use the term 

transmission to refer to the way in which the successors of artisans 

are trained. Transmission has two main subjects: the transmitter 

(artisans) and the receiver (amateurs, music learners, students). 

3.3.3.2. About the organization of creative practice  

Creativity is creating something new that is different in 

content or form from what has been done before. Creativity is an 

activity expressing human higher-order thinking, in which the most 

common expression is in the aspect of composition. Composition is 

the process of creating a work, from an idea to carrying out specific 

operations according to a certain process so that a new work is born.  

3.3.3.3. About the competition show  

Competition performance, also known as festivals, contests, 

is one of the aspects of DSV practice. Competitions always stimulate 

the intellect, inherent talent and high determination of participants.  

CONCLUSION 

Researching DSV artisans in the context of contemporary 

society (from 2016 to 2020), we have posed and addressed the 

following issues: 
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1. Identify that artisans are important subjects of the folklore 

of the Vietnamese nation. Among the traditional performing arts, the 

art of DSV has a much larger number of artisans than other art forms. 

Over the past century, generations of artisans from 21 provinces - 

from Ninh Thuan to Ca Mau have shown their wisdom, talent and 

effort in creating, spreading and preserving the unique and typical 

values of Don ca tai tu with all affection, pride and responsibility to 

the country. 

2. Artisans have a decisive role in preserving and 

promoting the value or development of DSV art. In the process of 

scientific research in the field of social - humanities, there have 

been many research works on artisans in general, folk performing 

artisans and DSV artisans in particular.  

3. The art of Don ca tai tu in the South is possessed by 

communities in 21 provinces. On a large geographic space with 

limited conditions (financial, time, work) so we localized the area, 

survey object and field time to be able to solve the research problems 

posed (described in detail in the Introduction).  

4. During the process of practicing art through historical 

periods, artisans of the two regions of the East and the South West 

have contributed to the treasure of the intangible cultural heritage of 

Vietnam. They have contributed in meeting the needs of cultural 

activities of the residents of the 21 provinces and cities that currently 

possess the DSV. 

5. The impacts of contemporary society have greatly 

influenced the typical musical form of Southern social history. That 

leads to the disappearance of Bai Ban, the fading of the relationship 

between the soul mates, the change in performance and teaching to 

adapt to the situation but in an unfavorable direction. Besides, there 

are inadequacies in art transfer between generations of artisans.. 

6. To preserve and promote the value of the Southern Don ca 

tai tu art heritage, we base ourselves on the Party's guidelines and 

policies, and the State's management on “Building and developing an 

advanced Vietnamese culture imbued with national identity”; At the 

same time, based on the actual research results that have been 

summarized during the implementation of the topic, to make some 

judgments and assessments that are scientifically grounded and 
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suggest a suitable way to solve some of the problems. inadequacies 

related to DSV artisans in the current context. 

7. The portrait of artisans through each period of Vietnamese 

cultural history has different colors and lines. This topic is just the 

first step in systematizing lines, re-arranging colors, shining through 

practical light to redraw portraits of artisans in specific historical and 

social contexts. Since then, we affirm the great historical, social and 

cultural significance of the Southern Don ca tai tu art. All of that has 

been summed up into the good values that the “living human 

treasures” have been trying to preserve and promote in the spiritual 

life of the residents of 21 cities and provinces. 
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